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Abstract
　　Exposing EFL learners to large amounts of regularly accessible comprehensible input is essential for L2 
acquisition.　While providing input by way of an Extensive Reading program is practical, listening input suf-
fers from fewer linguistically adjusted sources and difficulty to control learner behavior outside the class-
room.　In this paper, the authors share design and management of an Extensive Listening project in required 
courses for first-year university students.　After listening to programs on 
, students submit 
weekly audio journals.　The implications for increasing listening and speaking fluency in the target language 
will be discussed.
Introduction
　　In the Japanese university context, most stu-
dents lack opportunities to produce language in 
meaningful ways.　A strong emphasis on grammar-
translation in their secondary schools and cram-
ming for entrance exams encourages rote memori-
zation of discrete grammar and vocabulary items, 
but many Japanese students are rarely, if ever, 
asked to produce meaningful language in a commu-
nicative context.　Students in this university are no 
exception to this convention.　In order to address 
this output deficiency, the authors of this report 
have developed and are refining an extensive listen-
ing project that not only encourages extensive 
meaningful input of language, but also offers stu-
dents the opportunity to work on their productive 
skills in meaningful ways.　In this paper, we will put 
forth a rationale for an extensive listening project 
and audio journals.　We will also describe in some 
detail the teaching context and students for which 
the approach is being developed, the approach it-
self, and then discuss the implications for future 
studies in fluency.
Context
　　The context in which this project is being car-
ried out is complex.　We feel it is important to pro-
vide readers background information in some detail 
regarding the broader context.　Although this proj-
ect is being carried out at a single university, there 
are two distinct contexts, and within these differing 
contexts, the students are similar in some regards 
yet different in several key ways.
　　First let us consider the similarities.　Both 
groups of students are freshmen at a Japanese uni-
versity.　They have had a similar experience in 
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learning English in that they grew up and learned 
English in Japan, an environment where English is a 
required subject of study and traditionally taught us-
ing a methodology heavily based on grammar-
translation.　As a result, they know a lot  Eng-
lish, but they generally lack fluency and confidence 
to  the language.　In that sense, they are ‘typical 
Japanese university students.
　　However, the students also differ in some im-
portant ways.　Perhaps most significantly, one 
group consists of English Education majors in the 
Department of English (hereafter EngEd) within the 
Faculty of Education.　The other group majors in 
engineering fields within the School of Science and 
Technology (SST).　Both EngEd students and SST 
students take required General English courses 
taught by full-time and part-time instructors.
　　One important distinction is that the subjects 
learn English for different purposes.　The EngEd 
students, as a matter of course, will go on to learn 
English in courses such as linguistics, second 
language acquisition (SLA), and teaching methodol-
ogy.　In addition, they simultaneously  $ English 
and continue to do so over a four-year period in a 
more advanced English program.
　　Apart from two years of General Education Eng-
lish courses (90 minutes per week in 30 weekly les-
sons), EngEd students take classes in their major 
field, which includes more advanced English cours-
es such as History of English, American and English 
Literature, Reading, Oral Communication, and Writ-
ing.　Because they aspire to become English lan-
guage teachers in primary or secondary schools, 
EngEd students have a vested interest in both learn-
ing and improving their English.　Indeed, many 
EngEd students study abroad at universities through 
an exchange agreement program.　However, dur-
ing the time of this project, the EngEd group has not 
advanced deep into their overall program and study 
English primarily within two of their courses, which 
are Oral Communication and Reading.
　　As for their General Education courses, stu-
dents within the EngEd group are streamed with 
other Faculty of Education majors into three differ-
ent levels, with two courses at each level.　The two 
courses are not designed or implemented within a 
coordinated curriculum and there is no qualitative 
consistency within that program, i.e. the effective-
ness and influence of these courses is hit-or-miss.　
The authors thus consider the courses to have mini-
mal impact on the project discussed in this paper.
　　In addition to their required general English 
courses, both EngEd and SST students may take an 
elective course of preparation for the Test of English 
for International Communication (TOEIC).
　　Another more major difference between the 
EngEd and SST contexts is the overall number of 
students.　Their relatively small number makes 
EngEd students (N=15 ($) a much more tightly 
knit and cohesive group.　They experience in-
service teaching practica together, and they do most 
of their coursework together during their four-year 
careers.　By the end of their programs, they know 
each other more intimately than do SST students.
　　In contrast, SST students are much more di-
verse (N= 520 ($), both in terms of English ability 
and their motivation to learn English.　SST students 
will, after they graduate, probably be more likely to 
 English in a workplace setting than their EngEd 
peers.
　　As described above, the participants for this 
project development are future teachers and engi-
neers.　Owing to the great number of SST students, 
the University Education Center was tasked with de-
veloping a unified curriculum that is transparent 
and ensures quality for all SST students.　Subse-
quently, SST students are streamed into five levels 
according to the scores on a placement test that was 
developed in Japan by a private company.　The 
SST students involved in this study come from the 
top level (Level 5).　When the SST students are 
streamed, students at the lower and upper ends are 
placed into smaller-sized classes.　The rationale is 
that instructors can provide students with more per-
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sonal feedback and guidance.　Consequently, the 
class size is kept to 20-25 students, which is slightly 
larger than EngEd class size and slightly smaller 
than in the middle range of the SST classes of circa 
30 students.
　　During the first year, SST students have two 
English lessons per week (90 minutes each for 30 
weeks) of General English.　One course is in Listen-
ing and the other is Reading.
　　Both Listening and Reading courses use desig-
nated textbooks.　Teachers are expected to follow a 
framework syllabus during each semester, and take 
care not to cover second-semester material in the 
first semester.　SST students are assessed under a 
uniform grading system.
　　SST students must also complete two self-study 
projects during the first year.　The first project is to 
study vocabulary using an online software program 
outside of class.　In the second project, all SST stu-
dents participate in an Extensive Reading program.　
Both programs are incorporated into their grades.　
Finally, SST students take a standardized achieve-
ment test, which is a different version of the same 
test that is used as a placement test.
　　Several of the SST students also belong to the 
Frontier Leadership Course (FLC), which is a merit-
based program for students in science and medi-
cine.　In addition, FLC students are encouraged to 
study abroad and also take extracurricular subject 
courses taught by native English speaker faculty 
members.　Leadership training and English lan-
guage competency are emphasized within the FLC 
program, but not all SST students belong to the FLC 
program.
　　From academic year 2014, the university has 
begun streaming freshmen from all faculties/schools 
into General English courses by proficiency level 
(first-year SST students have been streamed since 
2011).　The placement test results are calculated 
using the standard deviation of the population of 
test-takers.　Accordingly, there is no maximum 
score of points possible, and thus it is impossible to 
compare scores directly between EngEd and SST 
students.　We can, however, make a general esti-
mation on the range of their scores, as in Table 1.
Table 1　4 $>C 
Dept. N Score Range
EngEd 15 507-739
SST 50 605-714
　　As shown, the score ranges are more widely dis-
persed for the EngEd students.　This indicates that 
within the EngEd cohort there exists a broader 
range of English proficiency.　In contrast, the more 
narrow dispersion of SST students can be explained 
because these scores are exclusively for the top 
10％ of all SST students (N=560), and included are 
the scores of several international students from 
Malaysia (N=7) who, although not statistical outli-
ers, occupied the seven of the top ten scores of all 
SST students.
　　Then, on a more personal level, one author of 
this paper teaches both groups of EngEd and SST 
students, and ― through observation and teaching 
― he feels the EngEd and SST subjects English abil-
ities to be generally similar.　He estimates that the 
SST students are perhaps at a slightly higher level 
overall, but not significantly so.　Indeed, both 
groups use the same textbook series, with the EngEd 
students using a slightly lower-level listening text-
book, but both groups use the same reading text-
book.
　　Concluding this section, although there are dif-
ferences between SST students and EngEd students 
in both the context and structures of their English 
programs and in their purposes for learning English, 
the students are roughly equivalent in terms of their 
English ability and largely similar in terms of the 
core training they are receiving during the time of 
this project.
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Influence of Nations Four Strands
on Courses Involved in the Project
　　As discussed, two groups of students participat-
ing in the audio journal project are enrolled in two 
separate curriculums: The SST group is composed of 
two classes, each taking listening and reading cours-
es within the School of Science and Technology; 
while the EngEd group is composed of one class of 
English Education majors taking an oral communi-
cation course and a reading course within the Fac-
ulty of Education.　As stated, the authors believe 
the English proficiency levels of both groups to be 
similar.
　　At this point, a central component of not only 
this particular method but of our entire approach to 
teaching English in these courses, needs to be dis-
cussed.　This central component is the four strands 
of meaning-focused input, meaning-focused output, 
language-focused learning, and fluency develop-
ment advocated by Dr. Paul Nation (2007). KIn a 
well designed course,L Nation writes, Kthere should 
be an even balance of these strands with roughly 
equal amounts of time given to each strand.L All of 
the courses involved in this project have been ap-
proached as much as possible from the direction of 
Nations four strands, thus a brief explanation of 
each strand follows.
P$UWY[$$a(cUk$m
　　The strand of meaning-focused input ensures 
that students within a course (or program) partake 
in large and regular quantities of listening and read-
ing that is intended to be meaningful in that it is per-
formed for the purpose of pleasure, gaining knowl-
edge, or both.　This is in contrast to much listening 
and reading performed by students in Japanese sec-
ondary schools or universities, where reading or lis-
tening is assigned chiefly for the purpose of structur-
al focus.　In this strand, however, it is crucial that 
listening and reading be performed at a level that is 
comprehensible to the learner, i.e. the listening and 
reading texts should not contain large amounts of 
unknown words or unfamiliar grammatical struc-
tures.
　　With meaning-focused comprehensible input, 
students become fluent with grammatical structures 
already learned but not yet automatized, acquire 
some new vocabulary words and grammar struc-
tures through contextual clues and background 
knowledge, and gain much worldly knowledge ― in 
areas such as culture, science, and human nature ― 
which is extremely helpful for motivating and ad-
vancing students linguistically.　Example activities 
that exploit this strand include extensive reading 
and listening (ER and EL, respectively) and exten-
sive social interaction ― oral or written, interper-
sonal or transactional ― performed at a largely 
comprehensible level to the learner.　According to 
Nation, approximately 25％ of a course for language 
learners should be devoted to meaning-focused in-
put.
P$UwY[$$a(cUm
　　The strand of meaning-focused output is the 
flipside of meaning-focused input, i.e. meaning-
focused input involves listening and reading, which 
are receptive skills, whereas meaning-focused out-
put involves speaking and writing, which are pro-
ductive skills.　In meaning-focused output, large 
quantities of language are produced ― orally or in 
writing ― for the purposes of imparting knowledge, 
holding conversation and discussion, or maintaining 
relationship.　This strand also is in contrast to the 
types of linguistic production featured in Japanese 
secondary schools or university English courses, 
where  production  commonly  includes  large 
amounts of grammar translation, pattern practice, 
and oral drills.　In this strand, learners use ac-
quired linguistic forms and vocabulary to communi-
cate over familiar topics meaningfully with other 
people.　This strand is important in that production 
of language constitutes a significant leg of the pro-
cess of learning a second language (Swain, 2005).
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　　According to Swain, production benefits learn-
ers in three ways : a) causing them to notice holes in 
their linguistic knowledge ; b) forcing them to try 
out linguistic forms and vocabulary and maintaining 
or adjusting the forms accordingly ; and c) giving 
them opportunities to reflect on language used dur-
ing collaboration with other learners.　Examples of 
meaning-focused output activities include social 
conversations and business discussions, administra-
tive and transactional interaction, speeches and lec-
tures, debates, and journal and letter writing.　Ac-
cording to Nation, approximately 25％ of a course 
for language learners should be devoted to 
meaning-focused output.
P$UY$aa(cU$$a
　　The third of Nation  s strands is language-
focused learning, which involves Kthe deliberate 
learning of language features such as pronunciation, 
spelling, vocabulary, grammar, and discourse.L Un-
like strands 1 and 2 (meaning-focused input and 
meaning-focused output, respectively), this strand 
typically runs heavily through Japanese secondary 
school and university English courses.　Nation ad-
vises that in this strand great care should be taken to 
help learners Kprocess the language features in deep 
and thoughtful ways.L He also says there should be 
Kspaced, repeated attention to the same features,L 
that features should be Ksimple and not dependent 
on developmental knowledge the learner does not 
have,L and that such features Koccur often in the 
other three strands of the course.L
　　Language-focused learning adds to implicit lin-
guistic knowledge, raises consciousness of linguistic 
structures, focuses the learner on aspects of lan-
guage, and can be used to develop strategies.　Ac-
tivities of language-focused learning are quite famil-
iar to students of English in Japan.　They include 
pronunciation practice, substitution tables and 
drills, vocabulary notebooks, intensive reading, 
translation, and so on.　Nation states there is plenty 
of evidence which supports the belief that deliberate 
learning of linguistic forms has a positive effect on 
language learning.　As with Strands 1 and 2 (mean-
ing focused input and output, respectively), Nation 
advocates 25％ devotion to language-focus as an es-
sential part of a course for language learners.
P$UÇYc $Ñ
　　The final of Nations four strands is fluency de-
velopment in the four skills of listening, speaking, 
reading, and writing.　In this strand, learners 
should develop comfort and speed in language they 
already know.　Typical activities include speed-
reading, repeated readings, skimming and scanning, 
4/3/2 repeated telling, ten-minute writing, and lis-
tening to easy stories.　Materials should contain 
largely familiar language and contents, and learners 
should be focused on communicating meaningful 
language.　It should also be balanced between in-
put fluency and output fluency.　Also of importance 
is that some pressure should be put onto the learner 
to perform faster than usual.　As with Strands 1 and 
2 (meaning focused input and output, respectively), 
fluency development should as much as possible be 
focused on meaning.　Traditionally in Japanese 
secondary schools and universities, emphasis has 
not been placed on activities that do not involve 
learning of new linguistic items, thus fluency devel-
opment has been a neglected strand.　However, 
the learner s ability to communicate in English 
would benefit greatly to become fluent with useful 
phrases, numbers, and other aspects of language 
commonly used.　As with Strands 1, 2, and 3, Na-
tion advocates 25％ devotion to fluency develop-
ment within a course for language learners.
　　It should be noted that the four strands do not 
run entirely separate of each other, i.e. there is con-
siderable overlap between and among the strands.　
The courses involved in this project all were de-
signed such that Nations four strands run through 
the syllabus to a degree at which we feel sufficient 
to be effective for language acquisition to occur.　
The following section discusses how Nations four 
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strands run through the two courses for SST stu-
dents.
Nations Four Strands Within the
English Programs for SST and EngEd
P$UWY[$$a(U$mPP>$U
ă$aăUĉm
　　The SST group is required to do EL for their re-
quired A1 and A2 English listening courses, and the 
EngEd group is required to perform EL for their re-
quired Oral Communication Strategies 1 and 2.　In 
the EL programs for both groups, students listen reg-
ularly to audio reports on the Voice of America 
(VOA) Learning English website.　The only differ-
ence between the two programs is that, in the SST 
group, the instructor gave students the option to lis-
ten to CDs of ER books that they read as part of their 
ER program in B1 and B2 English, which is dis-
cussed next.
　　As part of the overall curriculum for all levels 
within the entire English program for the School of 
Science and Technology, teachers for all courses 
must also implement an ER program for B1 and B2 
English, which are essentially two halves of a single 
required English reading course.　How ER is ad-
ministered is left up to the instructors for the partic-
ular courses at each level.　The two classes that 
make up the SST group for this project are the only 
two at Level 5.　Students in this group are required 
to take the Oxford Bookworms Level Test and to 
subsequently read at least 8,000 works of graded 
reading books per week during each of the two se-
mesters in which this project is being conducted.　
Most students have read roughly 150,000 words 
over a seven-month period beginning in April and 
running on until this draft in early November (and 
not including summer recess months of August and 
September).　An identical ER program is being im-
plemented in Reading 1 and 2, which are also two 
halves of a single yearlong program for the EngEd 
group.
　　The EL and ER performed by the SST and 
EngEd groups in their respective programs consti-
tute, in the minds of the authors, the strand of 
meaning-focused input for both groups.
P$UwĘ[$$a(UmPP>$U
ă$aăUĉm
　　In their respective listening programs, the SST 
and EngEd groups are required to produce recorded 
audio journals responding to audio reports they lis-
ten to on VOA Learning English and (for SST) to CD 
versions of ER books they read.　These audio jour-
nals are the primary focus of the project reported on 
in this paper and will be discussed in more detail in 
later sections.
　　In their respective reading courses, the SST and 
EngEd groups are required to produce written re-
sponse journals for each week of ER they perform.　
Each journal entry is approximately 150 to 200 
words.　They are asked to summarize the stories, to 
discuss their favorite or most disliked character (if 
fiction), to discuss their favorite parts of the books, 
and to discuss why they liked or disliked the books.　
They were coached regularly on how to summarize 
and how to support opinions with reasons and ex-
amples.
　　The authors of this paper believe the EL audio 
journals and ER written response journals produced 
by both groups to be sufficiently devoted to the 
strand of meaning-focused output.
P$UY$aa(U $$aPP>$U
ă$aăUĉm
　　In their A1 and A2 English listening courses, 
the SST group uses the textbook $$a4ƒ, 
which contains language-focused sections on sound 
system, vocabulary, discourse, and intensive listen-
ing skills.　The EngEd group, in Oral Communica-
tion Strategies 1 and 2, uses a lower level version of 
the same textbook series, $$a4ƒw.　The 
reason for the two groups having textbooks from the 
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same series but at different levels is due only to the 
preferences of the instructors. $$a4ƒw al-
so contains sections focusing on sound system, vo-
cabulary, discourse, and intensive listening skills, 
albeit at a slightly lower level than $$a4ƒ
.　The authors of this paper see the different level 
textbooks as only minimally significant.
　　For their respective reading courses, both the 
SST group and the EngEd group use the textbook 
[CU$a4ƒǞ>ǡUăU$, which in-
cludes vast language-focused sections on vocabu-
lary, discourse, and intensive reading.
　　Aside from the language-focus provided by use 
of textbooks, both groups in this study are engaged 
in some form of extra vocabulary study.　As part of 
their overall curriculum, the SST group studies vo-
cabulary using an online software program outside 
of class.　Additionally, one class produces and 
studies from vocabulary cards, while the other class 
produces and studies from vocabulary notebooks.　
The EngEd group, on the other hand, produces and 
studies vocabulary only from cards.
　　The authors in this study are content that the 
strand of language-focused learning is sufficiently 
running through the English program for each 
group.
P$UÇYc $ÑȀȂ m$PP>$Uă$aăU
　　For fluency development, both SST and EngEd 
groups perform speed-reading drills throughout the 
year from [CU$a4ƒǞ>ǡUăU$.　
The ER and EL performed by both groups also 
serves to develop fluency.　Finally, the LRJ and ER 
written response journals serve to develop their flu-
ency in speaking and reading, respectively.　It is 
onto the listening response journals that the remain-
der of this paper will focus.
　　However, before focusing in more detail on the 
use of listening response journals, the authors of this 
paper would like to proclaim the strand of fluency 
development to be sufficiently represented in the re-
spective English programs for both groups in this 
study.
Teaching Listening
　　In this section, how listening skills are taught to 
the EngEd and SST students is described.　Al-
though there are many approaches to teaching lan-
guages, their learning goals differ widely vis-a-vis 
listening.　The grammar-translation method, for ex-
ample, completely ignores listening.　The Direct 
Method, on the other hand, strongly emphasizes the 
learners ability to listen to and answer questions.　
Most listening instruction, however, relies strongly 
on what Field (2008) terms as the Comprehension 
Approach (CA).　As the name implies, the focus 
here is on the understanding of a text, and it lends 
itself quite readily to testing.　Most freshmen at uni-
versity have limited exposure to listening, and what 
little they do have is strongly based on the compre-
hension approach.　Indeed, listening has become 
an integral part of the Center Examination.　The 
criticism of the comprehension approach is that 
learners should focus more on process and the use 
of strategies, especially for learners who lack confi-
dence and experience in listening.
　　The focus in our classes, therefore, is to move 
away from the comprehension approach and con-
centrate on metacognitive strategies and micro-
skills.　Students experience a range of listening 
from a shallow attentional focus, (e.g.　What is the 
topic?) to a deep attentional focus (e.g.　Listening 
for main points, supporting ideas and details in a 
lecture).
　　Both EngEd and SST students use the $$a
4ƒ series (Pearson Longman), a three-book se-
ries that targets listening skills in academic contexts 
and on standardized tests such as TOEFL and TOE-
IC.　The series focuses on academic content and 
skills as opposed to situational conversations or top-
ics.　The $$a4ƒ series complements the 
CU$a4ƒ series produced by the same company.
　　$$a4ƒ follows a four-part format, and 
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each part is taught in a non-linear fashion. ‘Language 
Focus, the first section, introduces reduced forms, 
intonation and idioms.　In the second section, 
‘Comprehension Focus, learners listen for main 
ideas, supporting ideas, details, inferences, distin-
guish facts and opinions, and learn patterns of orga-
nization. ‘Note-taking Skills trains students on how 
to take notes in L2, and includes organization, omis-
sion of unnecessary words, and usage of abbrevia-
tions and symbols.　The fourth section, ‘Listening 
for Pleasure, introduces the concept of extensive 
listening through listening texts aimed at being fun 
and entertaining.
ɿǡÑ$$aCm$ʖ$ ʞ
　　As described above, incorporating Nations four 
strands into the curriculum calls for a balanced ap-
proach in which learners are exposed to massive 
amounts  of  comprehensible  input.　This  is 
achieved through the Extensive Reading program 
and Extensive Listening project.
　　For extensive listening, one severe shortcoming 
is a lack of available graded listening materials.　
Therefore, we assign students to listen to Voice of 
America (VOA) Learning English programs, and 
while the lexical items and syntactical structures are 
not graded, the speakers speak slowly.　VOA learn-
ing English materials are provided in three levels.　
In levels 1 and 2, speakers enunciate each syllable 
and word form slowly and clearly.　In Level 3, 
phrases are spoken in semantic chunks, e.g. [do you 
speak + English?], so that intermediate listeners can 
easily follow the content.　Finally, the VOA pro-
grams are recorded using a consistent pattern of 
strong and weak syllables.　The regular pattern 
helps the unconfident listener in that they need not 
decode assimilations, elisions, or reduction of infor-
mal language.　Some of these characteristics of 
spoken English are taught explicitly using the text-
book.
　　This approach, we feel, is vital in giving Japa-
nese learners the confidence to process what they 
actually hear, especially students whose vocabulary 
levels are estimated to be at 3,000 word levels, but 
who are unaccustomed to hearing the spoken lan-
guage and who lack automaticity to process lan-
guage instantaneously.
　　Alternatively, students may choose to listen to 
the audio recordings of graded readers (CDs are 
available at the university library).　In this way, stu-
dents are exposed to discursive texts on VOA and 
narratives in graded readers.　Students autono-
mously choose the materials depending on their 
learning style and preference.　In addition to usual-
ly having a narrative structure, the graded readers 
audio recordings have a number of advantages over 
VOA : more frequent vocabulary, simpler syntax, a 
degree of redundancy of ideas through paraphrase 
and repetition of words in the same or different 
forms and based on the story, and a very specific 
context or genre of communication.
　　Nation argues, however, that input is only one 
strand and that learners must also be given the op-
portunity to work with the language and produce 
language in a meaningful way.　This is the theoreti-
cal backbone of the LRJs.　Let us now consider 
how the program is set up and managed.
CʖYʧƒ>
　　During the first class, the purpose of the LRJ 
project is explained to the students.　Students are 
provided written guidelines and they listen to an ex-
ample LRJ from previous students.　For the assign-
ment, students are given a choice between listening 
to VOA or audio recordings of graded readers.　Stu-
dents may listen to one or the other each week.　
Students are not allowed to use movies, music, etc. 
for their LRJs.　Because the movies are subtitled in 
Japanese, the problem of divided attention renders 
movies unsuitable for this task.
　　For the LRJ, students need a recording device 
(most now have smart phones) to record their voice 
and a mail application to send the audio file to the 
instructor.　The steps in the procedure are as follows :
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1. Students listen to a) VOA program or b) the audio 
recording of a graded reader (30 minutes each 
week during the semester)
2. Students take notes during listening (note-taking 
skills are covered in the listening textbooks and 
explicitly taught during lessons).
3. Students record an audio response (LRJ) of 1-2 
minutes to the program/book they listened to.
4. The LRJ should contain the following points :
　　　　a. Greeting and small talk
　　　　b. Introduction of topic
　　　　c. Brief summary of story
　　　　d. Personal response to the story (opinion 
or comment)
5. Students send the LRJ as an MP3 file and a link to 
the VOA story to the instructor (Students are 
taught how to send an e-mail with a proper greet-
ing and closing in English).
6. Instructor gives individual and group feedback by 
e-mail and/or through in-class discussion.
C$a PU$ 
ƒ$ ǡaǡ ˏ $ Ȁ
P$
　　Once the students have experienced making 
LRJ reports, they are asked to assess their strengths 
and weaknesses by using a list of Can Do statements 
(see Appendix A).　The statements were developed 
by the instructors and are based on the descriptors 
in the Common European Framework of Reference 
(CEFR) and the listening strategies taught in the text-
books.　The purpose of the Can Do statements is to 
reinforce explicitly the strategies learned from the 
textbook and to ensure that students are applying 
them to their productive skills.　The Can Do state-
ments also help students develop self-awareness 
and the areas they need to improve.　The state-
ments will be revisited at the mid-point of the se-
mester and again at the end of the semester.　In 
this way, students can reflect on their learning and 
listening skill.　After each LRJ report is submitted, 
the instructor gives students summative feedback 
via a rubric form that is based on the Can Do state-
ments.　Here again, the feedback explicitly refers 
back to the Can Do statements.
　　Obviously, the pedagogical goal of the LRJ is to 
improve our students listening and speaking ability.　
More concretely, the goal of the LRJ program is to 
move students along the continuum of listening, 
spoken production and fluency, as described in the 
CEFR (see Appendix C).　It is hoped that students 
whose proficiency is at the A2 level will, after a year 
of LRJs and classwork, be ready to progress to B1, 
and those at B1 will be ready for B2 levels of ability.
Conclusion
$
　　In the course of developing this methodology, 
several issues have arisen that must be addressed.　
First, when the students are listening to the audio, 
are they really practicing listening? The VOA stories 
display the text below the audio interface and it is 
likely that some students are probably reading the 
texts as they listen, or they read the text first and 
then listen.　A clear procedure needs to be devel-
oped.　Of course, there is no guarantee that stu-
dents would follow the procedure, but students can 
be monitored indirectly and encouraged not to read 
through the Can Do statements.
　　The second issue is: are students really speak-
ing, and not just reading? It is readily apparent that 
some students are reading from a prepared state-
ment.　Students may feel more comfortable to write 
out what they want to say and just read their texts.　
We encourage them not to do this, that it is good to 
work from notes and not whole sentences, but some 
find the speaking task too demanding and resort to 
reading their reports.　A possible solution might be 
to have students make video reports.
　　Finally, the design of the LRJ task as practice in 
extended discourse is not interactional with other 
speakers.
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　　Now that the students who are taking part in 
this project are increasing their input through exten-
sive listening and applying their new skills in pro-
ducing language, we would like to measure the ef-
fects of the LRJ activity on L2 fluency.　The exten-
sive listening project and audio journals incorporate 
many of the aspects of receptive and productive 
skills that the experts in the field of L2 acquisition 
urge teachers to adopt.　We are firmly convinced 
that the LRJ activity is benefitting our students.　
The next step is to look at several models of measur-
ing fluency and either adopt or develop an instru-
ment to measure changes in the students.
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Appendix A
ˏ$ȀP$Cʖ
☆☆☆ = I can do this well.
☆☆ = I can do this OK, but its a little hard to do.
☆ = It is very hard for me to do this.
LISTENING ☆☆☆ ☆☆ ☆
1 I can understand the main point of the story.
2 I can understand some details of the story.
3 I can listen to stories at Level 1.
4 I can listen to stories at Level 2.
5 I can listen to stories at Level 3.
6 I can listen to the story without reading the text.
7 Overall, I feel that I can listen to the stories successfully.
NOTE-TAKING ☆☆☆ ☆☆ ☆
8 I can take notes while listening to the story.
9 I can take notes in the outline format while listening.
10 I can take notes in the column format while listening.
11 Overall, I feel that I can use my note-taking skills successfully.
WRITING ☆☆☆ ☆☆ ☆
12 I can write an e-mail with a proper opening and closing.
13 I can write some small talk at the beginning of my e-mail.
SPEAKING ☆☆☆ ☆☆ ☆
14 I can begin my LRJ with some small talk.
15 I can give a summary of the main points of the story.
16 I can give my opinion of the story and explain my reasons.
17 I can speak without reading.
18 I can speak without much pausing.
19 I can use signal words and phrases to guide the listener.
20 Overall, I feel my speaking ability has improved.
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Appendix B
Pm cU͇CCʖ
A
Excellent
B
Good
C
OK - needs
improvement
WRITING & SENDING E-MAIL
・The email has a proper opening 
and closing
・The email is polite, including 
some small talk
・The link (VOA) & audio file are 
attached
SPEAKING
・You gave your name 
・You began your report with 
some small talk
・You gave a summary 
・You gave your opinion and ex-
plained your reasons
・You did NOT read your report
・You used signal words & phras-
es
・You spoke without long pauses
X
COMMENTS on the Story and 
your Report
Keisuke*, I got your report on ‘think-
ing your way to wealth. Its a very 
interesting topic.　There are lots of 
good vocabulary words here (credit 
unions, financial institutions, wealth, 
etc.) so I think you learned a lot.
For you report, try using some signal 
words and phrases.　Here are some 
examples: >UÑǞkU ͇  Ñ
ըmծҖ[Ñm$ըmծ.　
Use words to guide your listener like: 
cǞ$Uը$֚ծǞǡUը$  Ñծ.
Your report was a little short.　If you 
use notes, I think it will help you.　If 
you organize your thoughts before 
you begin your journal, you will im-
prove a lot.　And please end your 
journal with a aUÑҖǡ$͇Ñ
 $$a :) to let the listener 
know you are finished.
* fictitious name
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Appendix C
ˏăcCȀm$$aǞPm͇$4U$$Uc $ÑǞ
w(ؑw
A2 B1 B2
Listening
I can understand phrases 
and the highest frequency 
vocabulary related to ar-
eas of most immediate 
personal relevance (e.g. 
very basic personal and 
family information, shop-
ping, local area, employ-
ment).　I can catch the 
main point in short, clear, 
simple messages and an-
nouncements.
I  can  understand  the 
main points of clear stan-
dard speech on familiar 
matters regularly encoun-
tered in work, school, lei-
sure, etc.　I can under-
stand the main point of 
many radio or TV pro-
grammes on current af-
fairs or topics of person-
al or professional inter-
est when the delivery is 
relatively slow and clear.
I can understand extend-
ed speech and lectures 
and follow even complex 
lines of argument provid-
ed the topic is reasonably 
familiar.　I can under-
stand most TV news and 
current  affairs  pro-
grammes.　I can under-
stand the majority of films 
in standard dialect.
Speaking
(Spoken Production)
I  can use a series  of 
phrases and sentences to 
describe in simple terms 
my family and other peo-
ple, living conditions, my 
educational background 
and my present or most 
recent job.
I can connect phrases in a 
simple way in order to de-
scribe experiences and 
events, my dreams, hopes 
and  ambitions.　I  can 
briefly give reasons and 
explanations for opinions 
and plans.　I can narrate 
a story or relate the plot 
of a book or film and de-
scribe my reactions.
I can present clear, de-
tailed descriptions on a 
wide range of subjects re-
lated to my field of inter-
est.　I can explain a view-
point on a topical issue 
giving the advantages and 
disadvantages of various 
options.
Fluency
Can make him/herself un-
derstood in very short ut-
terances, even though 
pauses, false starts and 
reformulations are very 
evident.
Can keep going compre-
hensibly, even though 
pausing for grammatical 
and lexical planning and 
repair is very evident, es-
pecially in longer stretch-
es of free production.
Can produce stretches of 
language with a fairly 
even tempo ; although 
he/she can be hesitant as 
he/she searches for pat-
terns and expressions.　
There are few noticeably 
long pauses.
